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Seeking Solitude
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‘Solitude starts where the pavement ends, in this case on marvelously eroded
switchbacks that drop 600 feet and tease with glimpses of the Great Abyss.’

F

itness is an edge all too easily blunted. Despite car camping and
excursions throughout the winter my wife Melissa and I are ill
prepared for our first backpacking jaunt every spring. Like rookies forgetting to bring sunscreen and lip balm, we get blitzed. We learn
anew how many ibuprofen or “vitamin I” pills maintain our knees and
hips. (Each passing decade requires upping the dose.) Shoulders and
lower backs become chafed, heels and toes blistered, thigh muscles sore,
and egos bruised. As my friend, the writer Scott Thybony says, “Muscle
memory may be real, but it’s short term.”
An April trek to the Grand Canyon’s Cape Solitude suits us for
reasons other than relearning backpacking routines. Though arid and
largely shadeless, the route drops and ascends moderately, an old jeep
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track, which fades or contracts now and then to a footpath. It’s about 30
miles round trip—a Harvey Butchart-style epic day venture. However,
you’d miss glorious dusk and dawn, the low raking sun at the point, and
solitude best enjoyed after sightseeing flights stop in the evening. So
we’ve decided to spend the night there.
Like our bodies, our navigation skills have grown a bit rusty. In
Melissa’s truck we orbit between the park’s Desert View entrance, the
campground, and the gas station, looking for the dirt road to Cedar
Mountain. Ignoring the DO NOT ENTER – RESIDENTS ONLY
sign at the ranger compound we finally score.
Solitude starts where the pavement ends, in this case on marvelously eroded switchbacks that drop 600 feet and tease with glimpses
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of the Great Abyss. Nothing deters Sunday
strollers more than a couple of washboard
miles to a trailhead. Scenic pullouts along
the nearby South Rim drive boast toilets and
picnic tables, as well as the under-the-rim buzz
hikers feel on inner-canyon trails, but not here.
It partly explains why so few visit Solitude. On
this whole hike we don’t find any trash besides
one crinkled Mylar balloon skin, a ubiquitous
nuisance snagged on some sagebrush.
We park under piñons at the top of
the hairpin turns. The truck could get us to
the trailhead at Cedar Mountain—a redsandstone-and-shale flattop, an altar for pagan
gods—but walking the three miles is just as
fast. Besides, we love finishing with a climb,
truly earning that frosted brew afterward.
In the off-season, even our sweat glands
cease to function. Now we perspire freely
beneath our loads, which include five quarts
of water each, the minimum for dry camping
at the cape.
Around Cedar Mountain the road exits
the forest, straddling blond grassy ridges,
probing hardscrabble arroyos, the Navajo’s
“Graylands.” The Little Colorado weaves
across tawny plains, bottom concealed, joining
its big namesake at our headland destination.
We no longer see Desert View Watchtower,
Mary Colter’s neo-Puebloan exclamation mark
on the South Rim or Flagstaff’s snow-tipped
Humphreys Peak peeping over a cloudless
horizon. Deep in the topography’s folds,
it’s difficult to envision the precipice
one upslope mile to the west, Palisades of the Desert, the eastern
rim’s coves and prows that
plunge twice the Empire
State Building’s height to
the Colorado River and
reminded the mapmakergeologist François Matthes of timbered defensive walls.
Nea r Coma nche
Point a cone-shaped hogan bakes in sage flats, its
logs polished by age. Beyond
hills sprawls the Painted Desert, an open book of gullies and
rainbow mounds legible to those
versed in Earth’s history. Cholla cacti,
the odd juniper, and tall agave stalks post
the route. Dark brown furry caterpillars pursue
arcane business while olive pits on legs—black
clown beetles—perform headstands. After

the drab months, splashes of brilliance buoy
the soul: electric-red Indian paintbrush and
tiny, fuchsia stork’s-bill stars thriving in sand,
yellow-blossomed pincushions wedged into
crevices.
We lose our way where the curves skip
through a gate in a fence onto Navajo land,
failing to pick up faint twin ruts on the adjacent
hill. Sucked down a drainage instead, we reap
unexpected rewards. A cowboy’s shallow-alcove
camp heralds a pictograph in burnt-orange pigment, crisp, as if drawn decades not centuries
ago. An even-sided cross, twice outlined and
taken to represent our sister planet Venus emblazons the shelter’s ceiling. Zunis and related
Pueblo dwellers link single and double spirals
like those daubed on the wall with water,
emergence and quests in search of the Center.
Watched over by celestial bodies personified,
the ancient ones, migrating as clans, working
the fields in family groups, and appeasing the
spirits communally, may not have known solitude even outdoors at night.
Following the fence, we reenter the park,
and the double-track soon doglegs toward
the rim. The route’s crowning mile skirts the
abrasive-limestone lip 3,000 feet above the
Beamer Trail and the Hopi salt mines.
The cape’s fauna greets us airborne, with
exuberance. White-throated swifts chitter
and dive-bomb, scythe-wings swishing, slicing space. Soaring overhead, a peregrine and
later a turkey vulture survey the void. Two
ravens tail a third with corpse limp in its bill.
Chipmunk? Lizard? I cannot tell as it speeds
by. The gang wheels about vertical bays in
a dogfight, cawing, clucking Mustangs and
Messerschmitts. Who needs skywalks or cable
tramways? Mentally trading places with the
rascals thrills me as much as the out-of-body
levitation practiced in dreams.
Before the light wanes I peer down from
the peninsula, on submerged golden sand bars,
on the blending of liquid milky-turquoise—a
hue unlike any other in nature—and bottleglass green. Half a dozen rafts bob downstream,
colored beads threading to camp at Carbon,
Lava or Tanner beach. Pea-green, freshly leafed
cottonwoods in upper Lava Creek catch my
eye, or it could be the rill glinting there. We
hear soughing like wind in pines at the rim, the
coursing of water against boulders. This junction
is sacred to Zunis and Hopis, to the Havasupai
and the Navajos, and even to a bilagáana such as
myself. The Hopis’ ancestors, clans that created
the pictographs, shimmied up a reed to this presFebruary19 namlm.com
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ent world from a previous one the gods had destroyed. They exited a
whale-size domed mineral four miles from here. The canyons’ Y spelled
the final leg of their salt pilgrimage. During that rite of passage for
boys, men gathered healing stalactites exuded by Tapeats Sandstone
cliffs, those cemented beaches of a Cambrian sea. In this sere quarter,
the Little Colorado, let alone the main stream, channeled more water
than a Hopi raised on the mesas would encounter in a lifetime. Upon
arrival, one who journeyed there as a boy recalled that pilgrims sipped
of the brine and left prayer feathers on shore.
I next scan the plateau of the Little Colorado River Gorge opposite the dirt patch where we’ve pitched our tent. In 2009 an Arizona
developer promoted a resort that would perch on the caprock upstream,
an amphitheater below the rim and a gondola lift and boardwalk to
the confluence. Up to 10,000 visitors per day, the capacity of two large
cruise ships, would shuttle to the holy place. Sounder minds prevailed,
swayed perhaps by aquatic spirits. Activists and traditional Navajos
fought the Escalade project, and it was shelved. The developer argued
the usual. Jobs for the locals. Quick, easy access to first-rate scenery
for many as opposed to its jealous safeguarding by an elitist minority—kayakers, hikers and assorted wilderness nuts.
I’ll stop rafting this river section if that atrocity is ever built. The
defilement would be too painful to witness. It could happen if resolve
on the reservation were to weaken.
On August 10, 1869, John Wesley Powell and his crew huddled under a rock ledge by the Colorado, with a view of the promontory, because
the afternoon had been drizzly. They stayed two days to repair boats,
dry out rations, and most importantly, fix their position. They craved
decent drinking water as cloudbursts had silted both rivers. Powell’s head
boatman Jack Sumner considered the Colorado Chiquito “as disgusting
a stream as there is on the continent,” estimating half its volume to be
solids. He thought the confluence “a miserably lonely place indeed, with
no signs of life but lizards, bats, and scorpions,” on a level with hell’s
first gates. After 10 weeks of travel, grumpy from lack of whiskey, sound
footwear, and sleep, tired of weevils in the flour, grit in the coffee, and
bacon green with mold, constantly haunted by weather, by carries that
bruised ribs and ankles, by rumors that somewhere the Colorado dips
underground, and harried, too, by gantlets of rapids (the major refusing
to run several of these), and by comrades equally fractious—after all that,
the men either had had enough of solitude or else not enough, cooped
up in boats together in the echoing depths. Yet little could darken their
leader’s mood. Forever intrigued by geography, John Wesley gushed about
his “Flax River” christened for flowers on its banks, “a marvelous river,”
a “broad but shallow torrent of mud.” The next morning, his brother
Walter grabbed a barometer and scaled the north side of the tributary
gorge at its mouth, summiting near the site generations later earmarked
for defilement. “We could see him as he reached the top. He looked like
a mote in a sunbeam,” Jack Sumner wrote in his journal, quite smitten
for a mountain man-trading post owner.
In dusk’s peach-blossom light the swifts, unbothered by human affairs, make room for the insectivore graveyard shift, bats. The last chopper
has landed at Tusayan. Quiet settles in, almost a physical thing. The ribbon
below Nankoweap briefly mirrors Redwall cliffs before it turns gunmetal
blue and then dulls. Shadows mantle both arms, snuffing out distance and
their arteries’ glow. The Kolb brothers, running a photography studio on the
South Rim and probing much of the canyon, called this empty grandstand
at the brink “Cape Desolation.” What were they thinking?

We’ve waited to cook dinner until sundown. Venus meanwhile has risen, bright as a
small moon. Satellites and furiously blinking
jets transect the Milky Way’s arced diamond
dust. Flashes streak the Desert View neighborhood—did they remodel the watchtower into
a lighthouse? Luminous smears on the skyline
betray Grand Canyon Village, Flagstaff and
Page. Clusters like distant campfires or crashed
constellations show that Tuba City and the Hopi
mesas share our cities’ megawatt blight. This
shine might be cozy to some people, a beacon of
home, hearths and TV screens. Curmudgeonly,
I take the hermit’s stance. Sardined in an airliner
I often imagine a lucky soul bedded down in
darkness expanding below the plane’s wings. I
envy him, and the change of perspective helps me
endure endless flights. As the Zen-recluse poet
Ryōkan allegedly said, “It is not that I dislike
people. It is just that I am so very tired of them.”
Seeking the backcountry’s balm, Edward
Abbey recuperated from a year of book tours
and speaking engagements at this roost. Weary,
discouraged, “still smelling of nervous sweat,”
he tried to mend, to live sanely for a time. He
played his flute butt naked because in this high
lonesome he could do so without repercussions.
A fellow desert-wandering scribe, the late Ellen
Meloy of Bluff, Utah, believed that, “In solitude
you strip yourself bare, you rest your mind on
what is essential and true.” (She meant nudity
as a metaphor, surely.) Apart from society’s trappings we draw on inner resources or confront a
lack of such. Mystics and dropouts discovered
a flip side, alas. In prolonged solitude we court
annihilation. We defied short-faced bears and
saber-toothed cats by roaming in bands. Language was the bonding agent. It binds us to each
other, to the world of things, to ideas. Deprived
of human company without the promise of relief
castaways become mutes or mutterers, solipsist,
slobbering idiots.
Homeward-bound the next morning we
cross paths with a Japanese hiker. Doublepoled, fanny-packed, he zips past us and Cedar
Mountain. Then, at the blasted switchbacks,
we meet a rosy-cheeked, otherwise pallid
couple. She leads a black Cerberus that eagerly eyes me; he piggybacks the millennials’
cradleboard, a canopied baby carrier.
“You’re not supposed to bring dogs into
the park,” I growl short of breath.
“An employee told us it’s OK if we keep
him on a leash,” she replies.
Solitude starts where the pavement ends.
Except sometimes, when it doesn’t.
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